
Edenton during the Revolutionary War was a boomtown where fortunes 

were being made.  It was one of the few ports along the coast of the 

colonies open to trade.  The British fleet blockaded all major ports.  The 

long expanse of North Carolina’s Outer Banks for once proved a benefit 

to trade.  The shear length of the coastline, with its numerous shallow 

inlets, made it impossible for the British navy to secure.  In October 

1777, a diplomatic committee, composed of Benjamin Franklin, Silas 

Deane, and Arthur Lee, was sent to France to purchase cannon, twenty-

eight 24 pounders and seventeen 18 pounders, for the revolutionary 

cause.  Although the contract called for the cannon to be delivered to 

Virginia or Maryland, or one of the four specified northern ports, 

Captain Borritz’s ship, the “Holy Heart of Jesus”, was only able to avoid 

the British blockage by sailing south through an Outer Banks’ inlet, 

landing in Edenton in July 1778.75        

 

Edenton was never closed to shipping during the war and found itself a 

crucial link in the supply line supporting the war effort.  Pennsylvanian, 

Johann Schoepf, visited Edenton during those years.  Writing in 1783, 

he stated that during the war years “…most of the American trading 

ships took refuge here (Edenton), where they could take in and put off 

cargo in security; Philadelphia merchants established themselves here, 

the Virginians brought thither their tobacco by land carriage, taking in 

exchange West Indies and other wares, which…were over plentiful here.  

With this to stimulate trade, Edenton found itself in such good 

circumstances that the inhabitants wished peace away….”76 



Blockmakers such as in Black’s Edenton shop must have been 

overwhelmed with work. 

 

The British did attempt incursions into the Albemarle Sound in an 

attempt to disrupt Edenton trade.  Such an incursion took place in 1781 

and allowed Black to reaffirm his full support for the revolutionary 

cause, while at the same time protecting the trade on which his 

livelihood had grown dependent.  In late May 1781, a British row galley 

commanded by former colonial officer, Michael Quinn, raided and 

plundered the plantations surrounding Edenton.  Edenton’s role as a 

center of trade, as well as privateering, had drawn British attention.  

Fifty-five Edenton subscribers pledged 1000 to 1500 pounds each to 

raise forces to combat the British threat.  Four small ships were outfitted 

with guns and crews, and Quinn and his crew were captured or 

dispersed.  Quinn was taken to the Halifax, North Carolina jail, where he 

was shot under questionable circumstances while he attempted to 

escape.  Samuel Black donated 1000 pounds to the cause.77 

 

Black took a second wife, Frances, after his return to Edenton.  Frances 

was the daughter of Jean Marshall, the wife of David Marshall of 

Edenton, by an earlier marriage.  In David Marshall’s will, dated 

December 14, 1765, Frances was referred to as Frances Glass, having 

recently married James Glass.78    In the will of Icabod Perkins, dated 

September 31(sic), 1780, Frances was still referred to as Glass.  

Therefore, her marriage to Black must have occurred after that date, 



especially considering that Samuel Black was named executor in 

Perkin’s will and Black’s daughter Elizabeth, and her husband, Thomas 

Clarkson, were witnesses.79  

 

Thomas Clarkson had worked in Black’s Bertie County cabinet shop on 

the Thomas West property at the head of Batchelor Bay from 1769 until 

at least 1772, and probably longer.  By 1777, Clarkson appeared on the 

Chowan County Tax List as an Edenton resident, at the same time Black 

was in Tyrrell County participating in the Llewelyn Conspiracy.80 

Clarkson was shown with no taxable property, although he was 

obviously still a trained and experienced cabinetmaker, the trade by 

which he sustained himself.  There was no more logical place for 

Clarkson to have worked after his move from Bertie County to Edenton 

than his former employer’s and future father-in-law’s Edenton 

cabinetmaking and blockmaking shop.  

 

The 1778 Edenton Tax List again includes Clarkson, now listed as “not 

worth 100 lbs”.81 This phrase was placed on the tax list beside other 

individuals, but beside Clarkson was the added phrase, “nor never will”.  

Those words only appear in one other location on the list.  Clarkson 

proved whomever he had annoyed in 1778 wrong. On the 1779 Tax List, 

he was listed as being worth 200 pounds.82   

 

Thomas Clarkson and Samuel Black had a close relationship with 

George Russell.  Russell was listed as a mariner in 1772 and 1776 deeds, 



probably explaining how he knew Black and Clarkson through their 

involvement in the blockmaker's trade.  By 1778, and the advent of war, 

Russell had given up the sea and become a merchant.83 Russell appeared 

in the 1777 Edenton Tax List as the owner of a “main” house and lot and 

a second house and lot, along with three “negro wenches”, 200 pounds 

proclamation money, and 300 pounds “stock in trade”.84 In his will, 

dated April 7, 1781, he left Thomas Clarkson Lot 23, New Plan, along 

with all buildings.  He also left Lot 22, New Plan, to an Elizabeth 

Forbes, and noted that at that time Thomas Clarkson resided at Lot 22.  

“Friend” Samuel Black and Russell’s wife, Elizabeth, were named 

executors, while Thomas and Elizabeth Mary Clarkson, his wife and 

Black’s daughter, were witnesses.85 This is further evidence of 

Clarkson’s close relationship with Black and further strengthens the 

likelihood that Clarkson continued to work in Black’s Edenton 

cabinetmaker and blockmaker shop.  Clarkson deeded Lot 23 to his son, 

Samuel Russell Clarkson, named for Black and Russell, on January 2, 

1786, and notes it “fronting Mr. Pollock’s House on Eden Alley”.86 

Cullen Pollock purchased the George Blair house in the 1780s, 

disclosing the location of Clarkson’s residence in the first block of West 

Eden Alley across from the lot where the George Blair house stood.  The 

1782 and 1784 Edenton Tax Lists reflect Clarkson’s inheritance from 

Russell, with the 1784 list including Lot 22, one-third of Lot 23, one free 

poll and one black poll.87 

 



Clarkson died in 1786, the year his estate was opened, which probably 

explains his deed to his son in January of that same year.  An undated 

inventory shows that he was still active as a cabinetmaker until his 

death.  His estate included ten hollows and rounds used to cut moldings 

for furniture and architectural elements, numerous planes including 

plow, tongue, rabbet, jack, and groove, twelve chisels and gouges, bits, 

squares, saws, an oil stone, and a grinding stone.  These tools are 

reflective of a cabinetmaker rather than a blockmaker, and twelve chisels 

and gouges point to Clarkson perhaps as supplying some of the carving 

needs in Black’s later Edenton cabinet shop after Black had acquired the 

wealth and social standing that lessened his hands-on involvement.  An 

elaborately carved pair of side chairs currently housed in the MESDA 

collection are attributed to Black’s shop based on their direct descent in 

Black’s family.  They contain carving distinctive from the earlier 

carving attributed to Black’s own hands during his earlier years in 

Edenton, and perhaps in Bertie.  These chairs represent the carving style 

of a second craftsman, perhaps Clarkson.  They offer evidence that even 

during the later years of Black’s cabinet shop, when Black’s personal 

involvement seems more managerial, his shop was still capable of 

producing work of the level that had initially attracted the attention of 

wealthy Edenton citizens to Black and had begun his journey to wealth 

and prestige. 88   

 

James DeCamp was appointed administrator of Clarkson’s estate. 

Clarkson’s widow, Elizabeth, and DeCamp were married between 1789 



and 1790.  By 1810, DeCamp was dead and Elizabeth had married 

Daniel Young.  They resided in Windsor in Bertie County, as did 

Elizabeth’s son, Samuel Russell Clarkson.89 

 

Samuel Black’s will, dated September 8, 1782, was drawn by Samuel 

Johnston for 3 pounds, 4 shillings.  Black continued to describe himself 

as a cabinetmaker.  He left seven lots in Edenton to his friends, Charles 

Bondfield and George Gray, in trust for the use of his wife, Frances, and 

at her death half was left to “my daughter, Elizabeth, the wife of Th 

Clarkson”, with any profits “for her…without the control or interference 

of her husband”.  The other half of the lots were left to “Dorothy, my 

daughter by the said Frances”.  A later phrase explains why the property 

was left in trust.  Black stated “some reports have lately prevailed that a 

certain James Glass formerly the Husband of said Frances who was long 

since believed to be dead, is still alive” and that “my said trustees do not 

permit him to have any benefit or advantage from my several devises”.90 

Glass was found in the Edenton Tax Lists for 1764 and 1768.  In the 

Edenton Tax List for 1765, Frances, here called Fanny, was listed as 

Marshall, which was scratched through and replaced with Bishop, 

probably for her mother's first husband and Frances' father.  She was 

then listed as Frances Bishop in her stepfather, David Marshall’s, 

household, also in the same 1765 Tax List.  She still appeared as Frances 

Bishop in her mother, Jean Marshall’s, household in the Edenton Tax 

List of 1768, apparently reflecting Frances' separation from Glass, who 

was listed separately in the same tax list, after their late 1765 marriage. 



Either Frances or her mother returned to the use of Frances' maiden 

name.91 The seven lots owned by Black at his death were Lots 60 

through 66, Old Plan, located on the north side of Queen Street 

beginning on the third lot east of Broad Street.  Lots 60, 61 and thirty-

nine feet of Lot 62 were inherited by daughter Elizabeth Clarkson and 

were known as the “old Tanyard property”.  Lots 66, 65 64, and a 

portion of 63 were inherited by daughter Dorothy Black and sold to 

become the site of Edenton Academy.92 A portion of these lots became 

Court Street.  No deeds or wills have been found that explain how Black 

or his wife, Frances, came to possess these lots.  

 

Black died between September 8, 1782, the date of his will, and March 

28, 1783, the date his inventory was taken although the document was 

misdated 1782.  His household included nine slaves, one less than the 

ten shown in the Edenton Tax List of 1782.  Befs (sic Bess) remained 

from the Thomas West estate, along with two girls.  Five men, Ned, the 

subject of the earlier Tyrrell County dispute, London, Prince, Bristol, 

and Jack, and one boy, Hannibal, were also present.  The six males 

undoubtedly formed part of a large workforce in Black’s Edenton shop 

as cabinetmakers and blockmakers, in addition to white journeymen like 

Thomas Clarkson, who boarded elsewhere in Edenton.  The lucrative 

block and pump making trade was represented in Black’s inventory by 

“4 pump bitts”, “1 Do Shank”, and a Lignum vitae saw.93 Lignum vitae 

is a wood native to the Caribbean and the north coast of South America 

known for its strength and density.  Blocks for sailing ships, which were 



pulleys for ships' riggings, were made of this wood.  The other two items 

are related to bilge-pump construction or repair.  Bilge pumps were 

essential to mid-eighteenth-century sailing ships to remove any water 

that seeped into the ship’s hull.  During a storm, these pumps were 

literally the difference between life and death for the captain and crew.   

 

 

In addition to repairing the numerous ships that frequented Edenton 

during the Revolution, Black’s shop continued to maintain a thriving 

cabinetmaking trade.  "Tools belonging to the shop" in his inventory 

included a lathe, twelve chisels, four turning gouges, two bench knives, 

four saws, two augers, “1 Reeming Bit”, and one hatchet.  His estate sale 

in February 1784, shows the true scale of his cabinetmaking enterprise.  

Included were four lots of chisels, nine files, ten rasps, nine saws, forty-

six planes, “a set Groves & Planes”, a “Sett Rabbet planes”, a “Sett 

Table planes”, a chest and tools, a “Lott Glue 3 ¼ lb”, and twelve 

pounds of chalk.   

 

Different furniture forms were represented by ”2 walnut Armed Chairs 

unfinished” in his inventory and from his estate sale sixteen pairs of 

“Table Butts”, ten pairs of “Table Butts” without screws, “5 pr Card 

table Hinges”, one “Lott Table furniture”, and four bed posts.  The cedar 

and ash bedposts listed in his inventory were probably turned in his 

shop.  Woods in his estate sale included a lot of mahogany and three lots 

of walnut.  His construction or repair of riding chairs was represented by 



“Chair Step Hinges”, two sets of cartwheel boxes, axle-tree boxes, and 

iron rings.  Furniture listed in his inventory included mahogany dining 

tables, a mahogany tea table, a mahogany tea board, a mahogany waiter, 

a mahogany knife box, a walnut table, a walnut chest, and two beds in 

addition to the cedar and ash examples.94   

 

The volume of trade conducted in Black’s shop was represented by the 

amount of debt he was owed at his death, 606 pounds, 13 shillings, and 9 

pence.  The inventory stated that few were believed recoverable as the 

indebted had either died, left the area, or were insolvent.  A debt that 

was recoverable and that represented an example of upriver trade drawn 

to Black’s Edenton shop involved the wealthy Wynns family of nearby 

Hertford County.  The Wynns family members owned a number of 

plantations along the Chowan River on either side of Winton, the county 

seat named in their honor.  Colonel George Wynns and his brother, 

William, along with four Edenton investors, constructed the 180-ton 

Brig “Fair American” on the Wynns’ Barfield Plantation near Winton.  

In July 1780, the nearly completed ship sailed down the Chowan to 

Edenton where she was fitted with twelve guns.  A crew was easily 

chosen from Edenton’s wartime contingent of sailors.  A letter of 

marque was issued on August 23, 1780, authorizing the ship to attack 

enemy vessels.  Unfortunately, the voyage ended when the “Fair 

American” was captured by the British frigate, “Vestal”, near the 

Azores.  The ship and crew were taken to London along with one 

passenger, Thomas Wynns, the owners’ youngest brother.  Wynns’ 



relatives in London soon arranged his release, while some imprisoned 

crew members escaped from Forton Prison near Portsmouth, England.95 

 

During the May 1785 Session of Edenton Court, a suit was brought by 

George Gray, executor of Samuel Black’s estate, against Colonel George 

Wynns for the sum of thirty-seven pounds for “certain Work and Labor 

of the said Samuel Black…in his business of a blockmaker”.  The work 

performed by Black may have been on the “Fair American”, as she 

would probably have been in need of bilge pumps and perhaps blocking, 

or it could have been on other Wynns’ ships, such as the “Chowan 

Packet”.  The outcome of the suit is unknown.96 

 

In his will, dated September 8, 1782, Black lists his wife, Frances, his 

daughter, Elizabeth, the wife of Thomas Clarkson, and Dorothy, “my 

daughter by the said Frances”.  Dorothy married William McDonald on 

January 16, 1783.97 McDonald served as a witness to Black's will.  

Despite referring to himself as a merchant in the June 17, 1782, purchase 

of a slave, based on the large amount of cabinetmaking and blockmaking 

equipment he purchased from Black's estate, McDonald probably had 

formerly been employed in Black's shop.98 A second witness to Black’s 

will, John Lowe, was also a blockmaker.  He was dead less than a year 

after Black.  His inventory, taken September 8, 1783, included one lathe 

and turning tools, one grindstone, a parcel of blocks, hoops, and pins, 

augers, old saws, one pump, two hatchets, pump-makers tools, a lot of 

lumber, 3757 weight of Lignum vitae, “Sundry Out Standing debts”, and 



one slave, Roger, who he had hired from James Halsey for one year.  

Lowe’s only non-trade possessions were three pots and a frying pan.99 

The difference between the amount of equipment owned by Black and 

the amount owned by Lowe is striking, identifying Lowe as a 

journeyman or probably a blockmaker renting space in a larger shop, 

perhaps Black’s.  Either way, Lowe and McDonald were both 

conveniently available to Black when he needed witnesses for his will. 

 

The earliest that Black could have married his second wife, Frances, was 

around 1774, believed to be when his first wife, Elizabeth, died.  Based 

on the previously mentioned September 31 (sic), 1780, will of Icabod 

Perkins that mentioned Frances as Frances Glass, Black’s marriage to 

Frances probably took place in 1781.  It is safe to assume that Dorothy 

was not between the ages of two and eight or nine when she married 

McDonald in 1783.  There are two possibilities.  One, that Dorothy was 

the child of an earlier relationship between Frances and Black from 

Black’s initial years in Edenton between 1758 and 1765, or two, that due 

to his closeness to Dorothy after his marriage to Frances, he claimed 

Dorothy as his own.  The wording in Black’s will favors the first 

explanation.  Either way, Dorothy inherited an equal share of Black’s 

estate.      

 

There was a strong relationship between Black and McDonald, both 

personally and as it pertained to Black’s business enterprise, that 

predated McDonald’s marriage to Dorothy.  If a young, talented 



cabinetmaker and carver like Samuel Black had died soon after his 

arrival in Edenton in 1758, and before he could grow his shop through 

the acquisition of equipment, journeymen, and apprentices, the business 

would have died with him.  However, if the craftsman survived the 

passage of time and found good fortune, the shop he created could grow 

to be self-sustaining and continue to flourish after the master’s passing.  

This was apparently the case after Black’s death, as it had apparently 

been during his Tyrrell County years and probably earlier while in 

Bertie.  His large shop was the sole known source of income for Black 

and his extended family.   

 

Black’s widow, Frances, and William McDonald completed the 

inventory of Black’s shop on March 28, 1783, showing a large 

functioning cabinetmaking, blockmaking, and probably riding chair 

shop.  McDonald made a number of purchases at Black’s February 1784 

estate sale, including seven rasps, a lot of chisels and plane irons, three 

handsaws, two marking irons, a twelve-pound lot of chalk, six pairs of 

“Table Butts”, nine pairs of hinges, five of which were for card tables, 

four bedposts, and one lot of mahogany.  This sale only dealt with a 

portion of the contents of Black’s shop, and the items purchased by 

McDonald probably just remained in the shop.  Black’s slave artisans 

were not divided until June 1786, and they undoubtedly continued their 

work in the shop to earn money for the Black family descendants.  There 

was substantial equipment from the shop now in Frances' ownership that 

was not divided until ordered by the Court in June 1788, over five years 



after Black’s death.  These items included two lathes, numerous augers, 

chisels, bench knives, gouges, “pump bitts”, saws, Lignum vitae, 

workbenches, spokeshaves, and a pair of calipers.  There is no reason to 

think that these items, along with the items purchased by McDonald in 

February 1784, were anywhere other than still in Black’s former 

cabinetmaking and blockmaking shop, probably in the same location as 

during Black’s lifetime, still being used by his same slave artisans.100      

 

The second dispersal of equipment from Black’s shop actually took 

place on September 10, 1788 and only involved Black’s daughter, 

Elizabeth Clarkson, and William McDonald by right of his wife and 

Black’s daughter, Dorothy.  This dispersal was precipitated by Frances' 

death, which occurred just before her will was proved on March 10, 

1788.  Her will stated both Elizabeth and Dorothy were her daughters, 

and that the remaining property in her estate, including the tools and 

equipment from Black's shop, still in place over five years after his 

death, would be divided between the two. Elizabeth’s husband, 

cabinetmaker Thomas Clarkson, had died in 1786, so she probably had 

no further use for her share of the cabinetmaking equipment remaining 

in her father’s former shop.  She may well have sold her share back to 

McDonald after value was established so that the equipment remained in 

the shop. 

 

A journeyman who likely worked in Black’s shop after Black’s death 

was Thomas Lansman.  Lansman incurred a debt of forty pounds, eleven 



shillings by August 17, 1787, owed to the estate of Frances Black, so the 

debt was incurred after Samuel Black’s death.  Lansman, a blockmaker 

by trade, had fled the area leaving numerous tools behind apparently in 

Black’s former shop.  Journeymen did not transport their tools each day 

to their place of employment.  Their tools would be locked securely in 

the master’s shop each night, explaining why Lansman’s tools were 

available to the Court to settle the debt, although he escaped with his 

personal effects.  Those tools included six pump bits, two hatchets, 

several planes, numerous chisels and turning gouges, eleven augers, 

eleven mortising gouges, and a bench knife.101    

 

Another lawsuit demonstrates that the business relation between Black 

and his apprentices, Job and John Leary, continued after their time in 

Black’s Bertie County shop and their return to Edenton.  Documents 

from the June 1785 Session of Chowan County Court show that the 

Learys sued Samuel Black’s estate for an undisclosed sum.  The case 

was decided in December 1785, in favor of Black’s estate, which must 

have counter-sued.  The estate was awarded three pounds, eleven 

shillings, and seven pence.  Suits of this type sometimes arose when 

journeymen supplied labor to a shop in exchange for materials, often 

wood.  Even after the suit, John Leary remained appreciative of the 

apprentice system that aided his rise to a successful landowner.  In his 

will dated September 9, 1807, he required that his three sons, Cornelius, 

Thomas Haughton, and John, “be kept in school until they are 14 and 

then be bound out until they are 21 to learn the trade of house carpenter, 



joiner, or making riding chairs, each one to have his choice of the 3 

trades”.102      

 

On July 10, 1784, William Scott of Nixonton in nearby Pasquotank 

County, sold William McDonald Lots A, B, C, 12, and an unmarked lot 

between Lots A and 12, Old Plan, including houses, storehouses, a 

wharf, and wharf warehouses (Fig. 32, Edenton Old Plan lots).103  

 

 

  Figure 32 

 

This land was located between Water Street and King Street at the 

mouth of Queen Anne’s Creek and included access to the creek and 

Edenton Bay.  Later deeds between McDonald, who described himself 

as a merchant, and Elisha Norfleet in 1788 and 1789, further defined this 



land.  These deeds located McDonald’s wharf beginning near the mouth 

of Queen Anne’s Creek and running 200 feet east along the north bank 

of the creek (Fig. 33, Sauthier Map of 1769, site purchased by 

McDonald).104 The “H” on the map signifies the presence of the wharf 

referred to in McDonald’s deed.  The wharf has now filled in, and the 

four structures shown on the map in red to the left of the “H” stood on 

what is now Elizabeth Van Moore Park on the Edenton waterfront and 

just across what is now Water Street.  The section of the property along 

the north shore of Queen Anne’s Creek where no structures are shown 

on the map is the current location of Edenton’s Unanimity Masonic 

Lodge.  The building shown on the Sauthier Map in red nearest the “H”, 

and, therefore, adjoining the wharf, is the most likely location for a 

blockmaking and cabinetmaking shop. 

                 Figure 33 



McDonald owned a number of businesses on these waterfront lots listed 

in his estate inventory of 1793.105 The site was a perfect location for his 

first-listed establishment, a blockmaking shop.  Considering how soon 

after Black’s death McDonald bought this property, one year and a few 

months, evidence strongly points to Black’s shop continuing to function 

after Black’s death for the benefit of his family members, including son-

in-law, McDonald. Furthermore, the fact that McDonald at his death still 

retained four of the six slave artisans listed in Black’s inventory as well 

as a large portion of Black’s shop tools and heavy equipment such as 

benches and lathes, McDonald likely chose to purchase these waterfront 

lots because they were the site of Black’s cabinetmaking and 

blockmaking shop, both during Black's later years and after his death	

 (See Fig. 33, Red building closest to “H”) (Fig. 34, Site today of 

McDonald’s, and probably Black’s, blockmaking and cabinetmaking 

shop).   

      Figure 34 



This important site on the Edenton waterfront had been a center of ship 

building since Edenton’s earliest days.  Lot C was purchased by 

carpenter, William Fortce, who stated it was the “Lott on which Mr. 

Moseley’s schooner was built”.106 John Horniblow had sold the lots to 

Scott on August 22, 1782.107 William Harris was the owner of these lots 

from 1768 until he sold them to Horniblow.  Black's occupancy would 

have begun during these years.108  
 

McDonald’s inventory also listed a cooper’s shop, a “Dwelling House 

and Kitchen”, and a mercantile store in addition to the blockmaker’s 

shop on these lots. Considering McDonald purchased this property only 

fifteen years after the Sauthier Map was created, the buildings illustrated 

were probably still in existence during McDonald’s ownership.  The 

“L”-shaped structure shown in red in Fig. 33 on the north side of what is 

now Water Street is undoubtedly located on McDonald's Lot 12, and 

depending on Sauthier's placement, the two rectangular structures in red 

to the left may also have been two of McDonald's three remaining listed 

structures.  At McDonald’s death, the “Blockmaker’s Shop” contained 

two blockmaker’s benches, two carpenter’s benches, an extensive list of 

cabinetmaking and blockmaking tools, many likely remaining from 

Black’s shop, a black walnut table frame, “2 old linen wheels”, “2 old 

chairs" meaning riding chairs, “1 pr chair wheels”, “a quantity of blocks 

& dead eyes”, a quantity of Lignum vitae, and some ash.  Next was 

listed what was termed “a Cooper’s Shop” that contained three cooper’s 

benches, numerous tools and implements of the cooper, blockmaking, 



and riding chair trades, including draw knives, “11 pump bitts”, two 

pump shanks, a pair of chair wheels, “2 table blocks”, “1 double chair”, 

“1 single without wheels”, and mahogany.  Next came a fully stocked 

and elegantly appointed dwelling house with much more furniture than a 

single house would normally hold.  Furniture included nine bedsteads, 

two desks of black walnut, one desk and bookcase, two round tea tables, 

twenty walnut and mahogany chairs, fifteen Windsor chairs, one 

mahogany chest, one dressing table, “1 black walnut beaufat”, four 

looking glasses, thirty pictures, two mahogany tea boards, two other tea 

boards, three black walnut rum cases and one of mahogany, and enough 

china to service several houses, to name just some of the contents.  Some 

of this furniture was undoubtedly the product of his shop and stored for 

sale.  His estate listed eleven slaves, including Ned, London, Hannibal, 

and Jack from Black’s estate, as well as four females and two children. 

 

Next in McDonald’s estate was listed the contents of his store. Included 

were columns of cloth and fabrics, ribbons, razors, padlocks and other 

locks, shoe buckles, buttons, nineteen socket chisels, 29 hand saw files, 

5 ½ dozen whip saw files, nine crosscut saw files, fourteen drawing 

knives, thirty-seven pairs of H hinges, numerous other locks, all types 

and forms of china and dishes, prints, animal skins, including seventy-

seven raccoons, four rabbits, two foxes, one otter, one wildcat, two 

minks, a cask of spirits of turpentine, and fifty-nine gallons of rum, just 

to name some of the contents.  McDonald had become one of Edenton’s 

leading merchants in addition to his continuation of Samuel Black’s 



cabinetmaking and blockmaking shop legacy.  After McDonald’s death, 

Dorothy married General William Skinner.  After his death, she married 

John Mushrow Roberts in 1813.109           

 

Based on this new evidence that the four remaining Edenton armchairs 

with indented blade-like rear talons are undoubtedly the remaining 

members of the set of “8 arm mahogany chairs” listed in Francis 

Corbin’s estate sale inventory and were made for and began life in the 

dining room of the Cupola House, the Cupola House Association 

commissioned the recreation of these eight armchairs for return to the 

Cupola House dining room. Exacting templates were created from one 

of the original four remaining chairs.  These templates reveal the exact 

size and shape of each element of the chair’s construction.  Templates 

were also created of each carved element on the chair. This allows for 

not only carving that replicates the look of the carved elements, but also 

allows for an exact recreation of each carved element of the chair’s 

decorative features.  

 

There are a number of carved features on one of the Edenton armchairs.  

The front legs have ball-and-claw feet with acanthus leaf carving on the 

knees and volutes on the knee blocks.  The arms have flowers carved 

into their top surface.  The back splat has additional flowers and volutes 

and overlapping strapwork.  The crest rail displays acanthus leaves 

flowing out of volutes.  In order to recreate an exact reproduction of 

these carved elements, the same shaped and sized carving tools must be 



used as were used on the original carvings.  To understand why this is 

necessary, one needs to know how the tools were used.  In shallow relief 

carving, which is what most of the carving on the armchair is, after the 

design was laid out, gouges with the correct shape and size to match the 

pattern were used to set-in, or outline, the design.  These cuts were made 

perpendicular to the surface and then the background was cut away, or 

“relieved”, leaving the design raised above the surface of the wood.  

Other tools were then used to either round over or cut in hollows or 

grooves to add shape, depth, and fine details such as leaf veins. 

 

At this point, a discussion of carving tools will be helpful.  Just what are 

carving tools?  Carving tools are chisels and gouges made expressly for 

wood.  Chisels are flat in cross section and can either be squared across 

the end or skewed.  Unlike carpenter’s chisels, the blades are thinner and 

they are beveled on both sides.  Gouges are curved in cross section.  The 

amount of the curve is known as “sweep”.  The Industrial Revolution 

made it possible to produce a large variety of tools fairly easily.  The 

“Sheffield List” of the 1880s began as an illustrated price list of the tools 

made at that time in Sheffield, England.  Later editions of this list 

introduced a numerical code to identify particular tools.  Over time, this 

list became a recognized standard system of naming carving tools across 

Britain.  With small variations, similar systems were adopted by other 

countries.  This system is still being used today with #1 referring to the 

straight flat chisel.  The straight gouges range from #2, which is almost 

but not quite flat to a # 9, which is a semicircle.  Sweeps #2 through #9 



all cut arcs of a circle and each will cut a true circle if allowed to follow 

its own cut.  The #10 and #11 are U-shaped, essentially a semicircle with 

extended sides.  The #11 is extended more than the #10 and is 

sometimes called a veiner because in the smaller sizes, it can be used to 

cut details such as veins in leaves.  There are also tools which have 

angled cross sections such as V-tools or V-parting tools as they are often 

called.  These are available in several different angles.  #39, #41, and 

#45 on the Sheffield List range from 35 degrees to 90 degrees.  As well 

as different shapes, carving tools come in different widths given in 

inches or fractions of an inch, or millimeters, depending on where the 

tool was manufactured.  The widths range from 1/16” to over 2” in 

increments of usually 1/16”.  In addition, the blades of all these tools can 

be straight or bent between the handle and the cutting edge, with several 

variations such as long bent, or swan neck, short bent, back bent, spoon 

shaped, and more, each given its on number.  When you consider all 

these variables, sweep, width, angles, and blade shape, it becomes 

apparent that there is a huge number of tool sizes from which to choose.  

In fact, one manufacturer claims to be able to provide over 2000 

different tool sizes.  Thanks to the numbering system, a particular tool 

can be referred to simply as #5-1”.  This would be a straight gouge with 

a #5 sweep and 1”, or 25 mm, in width.  

 

A mid-18th-century carver would not have had such a huge collection of 

tools, and he would not have described them as we do today; but he 

would have had a set of tools each of which cut to a particular size and 



shape.  John Bivins has described the carving on the Edenton armchairs 

as “somewhat naïve in both design and execution” and “the leaf 

elements are heavy-handed and rounded in appearance”.110 If the 

carver’s selection of tools was limited, he certainly would not have 

drawn a design which he could not produce with the tools he owned.  In 

other words, he would let his design be dictated by the tools on hand.  In 

order to duplicate his designs, just which tools he used had to be 

determined.  With so many tools available today, it was fairly easy to 

select the tools that would match the shapes of the patterns based on the 

templates created from one of the surviving four armchairs.  Beginning 

with the flower on the arm, modern tools were matched to the pattern, 

and the ones needed to set-in and carve this element were determined.  

The same was done with the back splat, crest rail, and front legs.  It soon 

became apparent that a relatively small number of tools had been used 

over and over again to carve all the different elements on the armchair.  

This may help explain the “naïve” and “heavy-handed” designs.  The 

carver was simply using the tools he had.  The tools being used to 

recreate these Edenton armchairs are Swiss made so their widths are 

given in millimeters (mm), and not all of the numerical codes match the 

“Sheffield List”.  The main difference is that the V-shaped parting tool is 

designated as a #12 and not a #41.  The table in Figure 35 shows the 

modern equivalents of the original tools used to create the set of “8 arm 

mahogany chairs” for the Cupola House dining room and on which 

carved elements they were used (Fig. 35, Table listing modern 



equivalents of original tools used to carve armchairs and where each tool 

was used). 

  
Figure 35 

 

The Cupola House has been studied extensively over the years, but 

especially so in February 1989.  The May 1989 edition of the Journal of 

Early Southern Decorative Arts recorded their findings.  John Bivins, 

James Melchor, Marilyn Melchor, and Richard Parsons met at the house 

to solve the long-standing controversy surrounding whether the house 

was constructed in 1725 with interior woodwork added at a later time or 

was constructed in its entirety beginning in 1758, the date displayed on 

the front gable finial of the house.  They examined the foundation, floor 

framing, exposed attic framing, and even some wall framing in the area 

of the second-floor overhang which was accessible because workmen 

were replacing siding in that area.  They conducted both visual 

inspections and an examination of hidden framing using X-ray 

radiography.  This examination “revealed beyond the reasonable doubt 

of the authors that all three dimensions of framing of the house were 



constructed at the same time, from the foundation footprint to the peak 

of the Cupola roof”.111   

 

They also examined and compared the interior and exterior carving 

found on the house.  Their study began with the much-weathered 

original front gable finial that was stored in the attic after it was replaced 

with a newer one, probably in the 19th century.  About this original 

finial, Bivins wrote, “the carving itself is very significant.  A close 

examination of the carver’s style and technique reveals beyond any 

doubt that the same hand executed the other exterior carving still 

surviving on the building.  The finial carving is generally well drawn, 

but the flat, un-modeled quality of the leaves and simple, heavy-handed 

veiner shading are naïve.  The shaping of the leaves, which in the typical 

carver’s tradition was effected by vertical setting-in or straight-down 

cuts with gouges, shows repeated application of only two radii (sweeps) 

of gouges.  This degree of repetition of cuts with the same tools 

indicates that the carver’s tool kit seems to have been a limited one”.  

Bivins goes on to say that the carved ends of the principal roof purlins 

are integral parts of these timbers and only could have been carved on 

the ground before they were installed.  He concluded the examination of 

the exterior carving by stating “The work was all executed by the same 

hand”.112   

 

 



The examination of the interior carving was limited to the mantels in the 

second-floor southeast and southwest bed chambers and the brackets, or 

spandrels, on the stair.  As stated earlier, the first-floor woodwork is now 

in the Brooklyn Museum.  Bivins says of the original woodwork on both 

floors of the house, “like that on the exterior, it is relatively elaborate but 

not necessarily well-detailed (Fig. 36, Original Cupola dining room 

woodwork now in the Brooklyn Museum) (Fig. 37, Original Cupola 

parlor woodwork now in the Brooklyn Museum).  The work, although it 

could not be classified as crude, certainly reveals the hand of a carver 

not trained in urban architectural carving”.  Later he states, “All of the 

interior carving shows the same tool sweeps and techniques used on the 

exterior, including the flat modeling and simple, heavy veining”. 

                 Figure 36 



 
Figure 37 

Bivins discusses the stair spandrels, but because they were much smaller 

in scale and there is no exterior carving to compare them to, he does not 

talk about the tools used to carve them.  He concludes “The most 

significant clue regarding the entire continuity of the Cupola House lies 

in the decorative carving of both exterior and interior elements, for they 

are inextricably tied in regard to style and execution”.  This is proof that 

the entire house was built at one time and that the interior woodwork 

was part of the original construction.  As stated earlier, 

dendrochronology has now given us that date of construction as early in 

1758, perhaps even late 1757, with the timbers used to frame the house 

being felled after the growing season in 1757.113 

 



This study is important to our purposes for two reasons.  First, Bivins 

used the sweeps of a set of carving tools to establish the connection 

between the interior and exterior carving in the Cupola House, proving 

they were executed by the same hand.  He had already made such a 

connection based on style in his discussion of the Blair House stair 

spandrel and stair fascia carving and the pair of card tables that 

descended in the family of Willie Jones and the dressing table, likely to 

have been purchased around the time of the February 26, 1765, marriage 

of Edmund Blount to Mary Hoskins, and descended through their family 

to William and Pauline Cullens.  Second, he describes the style and 

execution of the Cupola House carving in almost the exact terms as he 

does the Edenton armchairs and other furniture in this group.    

             

Over the years, a number of individuals have attempted to compare the 

carved elements found on the Cupola House with the carving displayed 

on the Edenton carved furniture group, including the four remaining 

Edenton armchairs with indented blade-like rear talons, despite the fact 

that one was architectural carving and one was more detailed carving 

found on furniture.  However, the comparison is only logical considering 

compelling evidence has placed the construction of the armchairs in the 

exact same affluent mid-18th-century, northeastern North Carolina town, 

at essentially the same time, as the construction of the Cupola House.  

Architectural carving, especially that found on the exterior of a building, 

was often more two dimensional than more exacting furniture carving 

because it was viewed from a distance.  The exterior carving was also 



often more deeply set, so it could be seen from a distance.  Considering 

the descriptions and comparisons made by Bivins, and now that it had 

been determined that all the carving on the Edenton armchairs had been 

executed with only nine gouges, it was prudent to compare the modern 

equivalents of those exact nine gouges to the actual period carving found 

on the Cupola House. 

 

The following figures show the exact modern equivalents of the nine 

gouges originally used to carve the Edenton armchairs placed against 

carving found on the Cupola House stair spandrels.  The gouges’ 

modern numbers are used to stand in place for the original gouges of the 

exact same sweep and width.   Figures 38 and 39 illustrate that gouge 

#8-10mm was used to carve the centers of both flowers as well as part of 

the stylized tulip flower.   

                 Figure 38 



  Figure 39 

Gouge #8-10mm was also used to carve the splats, feet, and arms of the 

Edenton armchairs (Fig. 40, Same gouge #8-10 used on armchair).  

                 Figure 40 



Figures 41 and 42 show how gouge #7-10mm was used both to set-in 

and model the flowers.  Gouge #7-10mm was also used to carve the 

splats, arms, crest rails, and knees of the Edenton armchairs (Fig. 43, 

Same gouge #7-10 used on armchair).  

 

  

 
Figure 41 



  Figure 42 

  Figure 43 



Likewise, Figures 44 and 45 show gouge #7-6mm being used both to 

set-in and model the flowers.  Gouge #7-6mm was also used to carve the 

splats, crest rails, and knees of the Edenton armchairs (Fig. 46, Same 

gouge #7-6mm used on armchair).   

 

 

 

 
Figure 44 



 
Figure 45 

  
Figure 46 



Figure 47 clearly shows the angled setting-in gouge cuts around the 

outer edges of the large tulip-shaped flower and the use of single gouge 

cuts to model the flower.  

 
Figure 47 



 

 

Figures 48 and 49 show the repeated use of gouge #5-12mm and gouge 

#5-20mm in the continuation of the carving of this tulip. 

 

 

  
Figure 48 



  
Figure 49 

Gouge #5-12mm was also used to carve the splats, arms, crest rails, feet, 

and knees of the Edenton armchairs (Fig. 50, Same gouge #5-12mm 

used on armchair).  Gouge #5-20mm also carved the arms, feet, and 

knees of the Edenton armchairs (Fig. 51, Same gouge #5-20mm used on 

armchair).  Here, we see the use of only five gouges plus the veiner to 

carve the stair spandrels of the Cupola House, the same exact five 

gouges that executed the carving on the Edenton armchairs. 



 

 
Figure 50 

 

 
Figure 51 



 

 

Now let’s consider style.  The outer petals of both the large and small 

flowers are composed of the same overlapping five petals as used on the 

arms of the armchairs, and they all spiral in the same direction.  One 

would expect the flowers on the left arm of the chairs to be the mirror 

image of the ones on the right, spiraling in the opposite direction, but 

they are not.  They consistently match the spiral of the flowers on the 

Cupola House stair spandrels.  Also, the same tool was used to carve the 

centers of both the armchair and spandrel flowers.  A closer look at the 

inner flower in Figure 49 reveals the exact same flower that appears on 

the back splat of the chairs.  In fact, the same tools again were used to 

carve both. 

 

The stylized leaf carving on the consoles of the chimneypiece in the 

southeast chamber on the second floor was created using only two 

gouges. Figures 52 and 53 shows the use of gouge #5-20mm.  Gouge #5-

20 was used to carve the arms, feet, and knees of the Edenton armchairs 

(See Fig. 51). Figure 54 shows the use of gouge #7-14 on the 

chimneypiece carving.  This gouge was not used on the stair spandrels or 

on any elements of the armchairs, probably because it was too large with 

that particular sweep.  

 



  Figure 52 

  Figure 53 



  Figure 54 

 

Having established that the exact same carving tools were used to 

completely carve the Edenton armchairs as well as the Cupola House 

carving, it will prove informative to compare these same tools to another 

piece of furniture from this Edenton group.  The ball-and-claw, piecrust, 

round tea table with sharp edged, blade-like rear talons has previously 

been identified as having been made by the same craftsman who made 



the Edenton armchairs.  When we compared the same exact nine gouges 

found to have carved both the Edenton armchairs and the Cupola House 

carving, the results were both expected and surprising.  We started with 

the ball-and-claw feet.  The webbing between the toes appears to be a 

semicircle.  Gouge #7-10mm fit perfectly into that curve and if allowed 

would follow its own curve around the edge of the web, producing this 

semicircle (Fig. 55, Gouge #7-10mm used on foot of Fig. 23).   

 
Figure 55 



As you will remember, gouge #7-10mm was used to set-in and model 

the flowers on the stair spandrels, among other Cupola elements, as well 

as the splats, arms, crest rails, and knees on the Edenton armchairs (See 

Figs. 41, 42, and 43).  Gouge #7-10 also matched the curve of the 

hollowed-out space between the toes on the top of each foot of the round 

tea table where it transitions into the ankle (Fig. 56, Gouge #7-10mm 

used on top of foot of Fig. 23). 

 

 
Figure 56 

 

The curvature of the ball of each foot on the front and sides was cut by 

gouge #3-12mm (Fig. 57, Gouge #3-12mm used to shape ball of foot of 

Fig. 23).  It also matched the curve of the juncture between the outside 

toes and the ball on the side (Fig. 58, Gouge #3-12mm used to create 



juncture of toe and ball on Fig. 23).  Gouge #3-12 was used to carve the 

crest rails, feet, and knees on the Edenton armchairs. 

 
Figure 57  

  Figure 58 



To make the Edenton piecrust round tea table, the builder obviously had 

to have a lathe to turn the pedestal.  It would have also been used to 

“dish out” the flat center portion of the top leaving a raised rim on the 

outer edge.  This was then sawn to shape and the piecrust molding 

carved.  It was found that the same two gouges used on the feet, gouge 

#7-10mm and gouge #3-12mm, with the addition of gouge #5-20mm, 

were all that was needed to set-in the pattern and carve the molding 

around the top.  Gouge #5-20mm was used to carve the tulips on the 

stair spandrels in addition to other Cupola House carved elements, as 

well as the arms, feet, and knees of the Edenton armchairs.  Figure 59 

shows how gouge #3-12mm would be used to set-in the pattern around 

the curve of the top rim.  Gouge #5-20mm was used in the same way 

around the inner edge of the molding as seen in Figure 60.   

                 Figure 59 



 
Figure 60 

 

Figure 61 shows gouge #7-10mm being used again to cut the coved 

outer part of the molding.  Overlapping cuts with this tool would be 

needed to create the entire cove from the bottom up to the fillet at the 

top, but the carver ran into a problem when he got to the sharp inside 

corners in the cove.  If he had simply followed the curve into the corner 

from both directions, the lower corner of the gouge would have cut into 

the molding on the other side of the sharp corner he was trying to form.  

To prevent this, he had to use a slicing cut, rotating the gouge up out of 



the wood as he advanced it.  These cuts can clearly be seen in Figure 61   

in the inside corners of the coved portion of the piecrust edge just below 

the top fillet.   

 

 
Figure 61 



 

The table in Figure 62 lists the modern equivalents of the nine original 

gouges, plus a veiner and a V-parting tool, used to carve the Edenton 

armchairs, the Cupola House carving, and the Edenton piecrust round 

tea table, and where each specific tool was used.  Also included is gouge 

#7-14, which was only used on the Cupola House carving. 

 

 
Figure 62 

 

That the exact same tools were used to create the piecrust round tea table 

that had previously been attributed to the same craftsman who created 

the Edenton armchairs was not unexpected, although to see members of 

that set of nine specific gouges fit exactly into each and every element 

carved on the table was compelling evidence to verify the table’s now 

physical connection to the armchairs.  However, it was surprising that 

these three gouges of the set of nine were all that was needed to do all 

the carving on this table.  



 

In Edenton Furniture and Culture, a number of round tea tables with 

open box top supports and two candlestands were discussed that appear 

to have been constructed in the same Edenton cabinet shop based on a 

similarity of leg profiles (See Edenton Furniture and Culture, pages 33 

through 41).  A pattern was created of the leg of one of these tables that 

descended in the Johnston-Wood families of Hayes Plantation.  That 

pattern was compared to a table that had lost its top and open box 

support, and found to be an exact match.  (See Edenton Furniture and 

Culture, page 40).  The legs of the table that had lost its top are the only 

examples attributed to Edenton at this point, other than the previously 

examined piecrust example, that contain carved elements.  That carving 

contains the same triple veining seen on some elements of the Edenton 

armchairs, but consistently on the pair of Jones card tables, the Blount 

dressing table, the pair of Edenton side chairs, and much of the Blair 

house carving.  Four of the nine gouges used to carve the Edenton 

armchairs, the Cupola House carving, and the piecrust round tea table, 

discussed earlier and seen in Figure 62, gouges #3-20mm, #5-12mm, #7-

6mm, and #8-5mm, plus a V-shaped parting tool, were the exact tools 

used to complete the carving found on the legs of the round tea table 

missing its top and box support.  This is compelling evidence placing 

this carved table, as well as the Hayes table, and arguably the other 

tables and candlestands in this group, in the same shop that created the 

furniture and architectural carving discussed in this article (Fig. 63, 

Table leg with modern equivalents of tools used to carve it). 



  
Figure 63 

 

18th century carving tools were lost, damaged, and dulled through use 

beyond the point of re-sharpening, so at times had to be replaced.  As 

stated earlier, based on dendrochronology, the time of the construction 

of the Cupola House is able to be determined.  Timbers were felled after 

the 1757 growing season, so construction began in early 1758, although 

possibly very late 1757.  Based on the 1759 date for felled timbers used 

to construct attic knee walls, some construction probably continued into 

1760.  We now know from identifying exact modern equivalents of the 

nine gouges used by the carver to carve the Edenton armchairs with 

indented blade-like rear talons, that the same exact set of gouges used to 



carve the armchairs was also used to execute the Cupola House carved 

elements.  This, plus a comparison of the carver’s technique and carving 

style, identifies that the same carver executed both the Edenton 

armchairs as well as the Cupola House carving.  This not only 

determines that the same carver executed all this work, but that by using 

the exact same nine tools, the carver created these carvings 

contemporaneously.  The same two points also hold true for the Edenton 

ball-and-claw, piecrust, round tea table and the round tea table missing 

its top and box support. These points demonstrate that they were also 

created by the same craftsman who produced the Edenton armchairs and 

the Cupola House carving and that they, too, were created 

contemporaneously to the other two examples of his craft.  An 

examination of these four examples of his work shows the use of these 

same tools over and over again with none of the replacement carving 

tools expected through normal attrition over time.   

 

There is no known work by this craftsman that is believed to predate the 

construction of the Cupola House and his creation of the eight mahogany 

armchairs, and undoubtedly much of the other furniture that graced 

Corbin’s dining room and elsewhere in the Cupola House.  This offers 

compelling evidence for the arrival of this craftsman in Edenton early 

during the construction of the house, so in 1758.  This is the same time, 

1758, that talented cabinetmaker Samuel Black made his first 

appearance in Edenton.  There is no evidence of any other Edenton 

craftsmen, predating Black’s arrival in 1758, producing work that 



predates the construction of the Cupola House with any similarity to 

carving at the Cupola House and the carved Edenton furniture group.    

 

The date of the construction of the eight mahogany armchairs with 

indented blade-like rear talons has been established based on the same 

exact nine tools being used in their construction as well as the Cupola 

House carving, where construction began in early 1758, based on 

dendrochronology.  That same evidence makes their construction in 

Edenton, supported for years by compelling evidence, now beyond any 

doubt.  The armchairs are among the earliest, if not the earliest, 

examples of their maker’s Edenton work.  No earlier examples of this 

craftsman’s work are known before that date, 1758.  Compelling 

evidence points to Samuel Black as the only logical candidate in 

Edenton to have made these chairs and other members of the carved 

Edenton furniture group, along with carved elements in the Cupola 

House and the George Blair house.   

 

Samuel Black arrived in Edenton in 1758, probably at the behest of 

Francis Corbin and was employed by Corbin to embellish his 

extravagant office and town house with architectural carving and a set of 

furniture that would impress all who entered.  Corbin’s furniture was 

anchored by the eight extensively carved mahogany armchairs, a 

furniture set unheard of certainly in the records of colonial North 

Carolina and Virginia, if not the rest of the colonies.  Black’s skill set is 

evidenced by how rapidly he acquired wealth after arriving in Edenton.  



No other Edenton cabinetmaker even hinted at the success achieved by 

Black, and no other furniture group constructed in Edenton rises to the 

quality that would garner this type of wealth except the group 

represented by the eight mahogany armchairs and accompanying 

architectural carving. In a few short years, Black, through his talents as a 

cabinetmaker and carver, acquired perhaps the most prominent address 

in the town limits. Much as Corbin did, Black was also announcing his 

importance to the world through this purchase.  No other Edenton 

cabinetmaker came close to achieving the success that allowed him to 

make this type of important land purchase. 

 

Acclaim earned by Black producing furniture of this quality, only 

represented in Edenton by this carved group, allowed him to establish 

himself as the cabinetmaker of choice for Edenton’s wealthiest citizens, 

such as Francis Corbin and Samuel Johnston.  His later carving for 

wealthy merchant George Blair’s new house in the mid-1760s continued 

his evolving and refining carving style represented by the later Jones-

family pair of card tables, the Blount-family dressing table, and the pair 

of carved side chairs.   John Rombough is representative of other 

Edenton cabinetmakers, concentrating on building repair work to go 

along with more generic furniture forms, the production of coffins, 

including the coffin for Francis Corbin, and of course blockmaking.114 

Black is the only Edenton cabinetmaker whose skills and success 

allowed him to acquire the wealth to attract a woman like wealthy 

widow Elizabeth Hardy.  No other Edenton cabinetmaker, solely through 



his skills or otherwise, rose above his station as a craftsman to enter the 

social hierarchy of the Lee and the West families, leading families in the 

colony.  

 

Black probably soon saturated his available market of extremely wealthy 

Edenton citizens who had the resources to afford his carved furniture 

and architectural work.  Following his marriage to the wealthy widow, 

Elizabeth, he saw the advantage of new markets and moved his cabinet 

shop to the Bertie property of his wife’s former husband.  He might have 

continued personally to produce the type of carved furniture that had led 

to his initial success in Edenton.  He undoubtedly continued to maintain 

an Edenton presence to take advantage of the lucrative blockmaking 

trade, the production of more general furniture forms, plus perhaps 

carved examples by his employees, and apparently riding chair repair 

and possibly construction.  

 

 As he acquired more wealth through his years in Bertie, he probably 

gradually slowed in his day-to-day labors in the shop, and the carved 

furniture showing evidence of his hands, for this reason, gradually 

ceased to be created.  The carved furniture that Black produced after his 

arrival in Edenton and during his early years was a different product 

than that produced by other Edenton craftsmen.  Only two examples of 

highly carved interiors are known in Edenton during the third quarter of 

the 18th century.  It is telling that both date between 1758 and 1766, the 

exact years of Black’s first residency in Edenton.  The Cupola House 



carving of 1758-1759 has now been shown to have been created with the 

same nine gouges used to carve the early furniture by Black of those 

same years, the eight armchairs, the two card tables, the piecrust round 

tea table, and the carved tea table missing its top and box support.  John 

Bivins recognized the relationship between the Blair House carving of 

1764-1765 and later work now attributed to Black that reflects his 

evolving carving style, including the pair of Jones family card tables, the 

Blount dressing table, and the pair of carved side chairs.  It is telling that 

there is no known architectural carving in Edenton after 1766 when 

Black relocated his shop to Bertie, although his carved furniture 

probably continued.  By the time he again became a resident of Edenton 

after 1777, the citizens of Edenton were engaged in more pressing 

matters, a war that placed Edenton in a unique position leading to the 

rapid acquisition of wealth by its citizens.  Based on his wealth and 

position, Black probably had much less hands-on involvement in his 

shop in these later years. Yet, his Edenton shop continued to flourish 

during the later war years just as it had during Black’s adventures in 

Tyrrell County.  From the size and scope of his shop, represented by his 

inventory taken after his death, the foundation of wealth created by 

Black that could only have been acquired in the trade in Edenton by the 

creation of furniture of the level of the Edenton carved group and 

architectural carving, Black’s shop remained one of the leading shops in 

Edenton, if not the leading shop.  The size of his shop and probably the 

fact that it had been run by other craftsmen during his absences, allowed 

it to continue after his death.  While some of his inventory was sold after 



his death, a good portion to family members, the shop remained intact.  

His slave artisans were not distributed out of his estate until four years 

after his death.  Evidence points to their continuing in his shop even 

after this time through son-in-law, William McDonald’s, ownership.  

Black’s widow’s death precipitated the final distribution of shop assets 

remaining from Black’s estate six years after his death. By this time, 

William McDonald seems to have been in firm control of continuing 

Black’s legacy and the functioning of Black’s cabinet and blockmaking 

enterprise.  
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Carving Notes:  

In Figure 57, the gouge is shown upside down with its concave radius 

resting on the convex surface of the ball of the foot. While not the usual 

way of cutting with a gouge, if handled gently, a sharp gouge will, 

indeed, cut while being held this way. Similarly, a sharp gouge held this 

way in a more vertical position and drawn toward the carver rather than 



pushed away, is quite effective in scraping and smoothing a curved 

surface. 

 

For additional information on carvers' gouges and chisels, how to 

sharpen them properly, as well as a demonstration of relief carving, we 

recommend Wallace Gusler's video, Relief Carving a Kentucky Rifle 

(1775), available for purchase on DVD at numerous sites online. Gusler 

is retired from Colonial Williamsburg. 
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